CarePay Introduction
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CarePay connects payers directly to participants and providers

Where we come from:
•

Started in 2016 in Kenya with M-PESA Foundation

•

In 2018, established holding for international
expansion in Amsterdam, raised USD 45m in 2019

What we do:
•

We offer mobile health wallets to large insurers,
connecting participants, doctors and patients

Where we are:
•

Today, we are in Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania and the
Netherlands

•

Managed on the CarePay Platform to date:
•

>4.3M Participants

•

>3,000 Providers

•

>20 Payers
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Overview

1. Mobile technology has impacted massive industries
2. The complexities of healthcare
3. Using mobile technology to address the complexities of healthcare
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The mobile revolution has impacted massive industries

•

Today, everyone is connected at zero marginal costs through mobile phones,

transaction costs are dropping dramatically
•

Digital identity, specifications and automatically enforced mobile contracts have
transformed entire industries

•

Impersonal exchange has exploded
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In developing markets, your mobile number is your bank account

•

1

1

Bank Account

Ledger

Built on algorithms as trust mechanisms, mobile
money is changing the nature of money

•

People can simply SMS the title of money to each
other outside the regulated banking system

•

40% of Kenyan GDP is run through M-PESA

•

Conclusion: when the solution works, people prepay
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Efficient healthcare requires redistribution and sharing

•

Healthcare is one of the largest industrial activity in the world (c. USD 8 trillion annually or 10% of

global GDP)
•

Two market failures:
•

People have to pay for each other (redistribution)

•

Nobody can afford their own hospital (sharing)

•

Decision-maker, beneficiary and payer are not the same in this industry

•

This creates massive trust problems
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The second law of health economics
The poorer the country, the higher the out-of-pocket share

Only 5.5% is pre-paid through insurance

Percent of total health expenditure

Social security funds as % of THE

Private insurance as % of THE
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Mobile health wallets: all payers in one wallet

> USD 20

annual Cost of managing 1 health
insurance life

USD 1 - 5

annual cost of managing 1 health
insurance life with CarePay solution
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Our technology can be used across payers and countries, as the
health financing process follows the same steps globally
Example CarePay tools used

Member
identification

Beneficiary enrolment
Benefit allocations

Diagnosis

Treatment
Claims management

Outcome for payer

Example case study:
• Kenyan employer experienced
increasing staff medical costs of 3045% annually

Relevance for other payers

The same operational process flow
is used by Payers, Participants and
Providers in the health financing
sector across the world
These standard processes can be
fully digitized and scaled

• After moving to CarePay, costs went
down by 9% (including CarePay’s fees)
followed by a 22% reduction the year
after

Claims
Medical & financial dashboards

Contract
(entitlement)

Provider payment
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Real, fast scalable growth is possible with this platform technology

4+ million lives, 2019
Connecting over 4 million
users and 3,000 healthcare
providers

•

Our user base grew up to 135,000

new participants per day
CarePay International
set up for international
expansion

•

Over 430,000 treatment claims
were submitted through our

Active and changing
lives in Kenya, Nigeria
and Tanzania
M-tiba launch by Carepay
in partnership with
Safaricom & PharmAccess

Growing partner
network with AAR,
Minet, Resolution

platform to date

1 million lives, 2018
1 million lives registered in 2 years,
covering over 150,000 visits
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Our shareholders

In Q2 2019, we raised USD 45m in our Series A round from a unique mix of investors:

Investment fund dedicated to investing in healthcare enterprises in SubSaharan Africa, including investments in healthcare provision, insurance,
distribution and technology

The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs invested through Health Insurance Fund
(part of the PharmAccess Group)

Impact investment arm of The ELMA Foundation, one of the world’s leading
foundations whose mission is to improve the lives of children in Africa through
sustainable efforts to advance education, improve health and alleviate poverty
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Our approach has gained some international recognition
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Mobile wallet technology offers massive opportunities also in nonprivate markets

•

There is a real opportunity to use mobile technology in the benefit entitlement industries

•

Our customers are fiduciarily limited to a geographical area thus are not in competition with each other;
joining the same platform offers massive opportunities to share data and algorithms

•

We offer such a platform where the returns of the data are benefiting the members

•

Europe and Africa both are behind and should grab the mobile technology opportunity
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